**By Metro**
The office is at the exit 2 of Al Qiyada Metro Station on Green Line of Dubai Metro. Get down at the exit 2 of the Metro Station, on to the Left is our Building. The Entrance is on the front side of the Building.

**By Car: Coming from Dubai.**
Drive on to the Al-Mulla Plaza Signal (Please do not go through the under pass). Take U-turn at the signal and get into the extreme right lane. Take service road soon after the Al Qiyada Metro Station. Take first right after Baqer Mohebi Supermarket. Take first right again, and continue straight, you will see first parking lot on the left side and our building on to the right. Park your car over here. RKM building is straight across the bus stop.

**By Car: Coming from Sharjah.**
Drive on to the Al-Mulla Plaza Signal (Please do not go through the under pass). Cross the signal and get into the extreme right lane. Take Service road soon after the Al Qiyada Metro Station. Take first right after Baqer Mohebi Supermarket. Take first right again, and continue straight, you will see first parking lot on the left side and our building on to the right. Park your car over here. RKM building is straight across the bus stop.

**By Bus**
Our office is at the last stop of the bus route C9, which is Al-Qiyada Metro Station. Get down at the last stop and directly step into our building.
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**Vacker LLC**
Door 306, RKM Building, (No - 22)
Next to Al-Qiyada Metro Station,
Her Al Ana, Deira
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